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Birthday emails, let’s get this party started 

A world-class  birthday email can help you break the 

mold, present an original message, surprise your 

recipients, increase revenue and even build customer 

loyalty.  

 

That is why this special type of Event Driven Email is a 

all-time marketers’ favorite. But crafting a quality 

birthday e-mail does take some effort.  

 

This whitepaper gives you real life examples of  

birthday e-mails with some added comments, so you 

can avoid running out of cake and make this the best 

party ever. Enjoy! 

Birthday emails tend to get better results than 

normal email campaigns.  

 

On average a  300% higher open rate and 100% 

higher click-through rate*. Enough reason to 

use them! 

*Source: Experian, the birthday and anniversary report  
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Intro 
Littewoods.com wants you to buy. Their 10% discount isn’t called a gift and the CTA button reads “Shop Now”, a very  

no-nonsense approach. Remember these emails are sent throughout the year, at the same time as your other promotions.  
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Kenneth Cole uses his own birthday to very personally 

ask for the birthdate of his subscribers.  

 

If there are concerns that some subscribers might not 

want to reveal their age, The alternative is to ask for 

month and date. ”We are all 21 anyway” 

 

Although you have to read (not scan) the whole email 

until the message becomes crystal clear. 

 

Can you think of a better headline than: 

“My birthday wish is to wish you a happy birthday?” 

Add your best shot here: 

http://www.emailmonday.com/birthday-email-whitepaper  
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Saturn takes a different route with their anniversary email. 

They are giving a cake because of the time the 

customer has been with them.  

 

The email is sent from the customer care team. Making 

it more authentic and personal.  

 

 

 

 

By adding multiple options to celebrate, they lose a bit of 

focus, but probably will be able to please more people.  

 

 

 

Main Takeaway 
 

Think about other moments to celebrate next to the  

 

customers’ birthday. They could work just as well. 
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Tafford uses a discount to ask for the recipients birthdate. 

This makes the email both a regular promotion as an 

effort to enrich their customer profiles. 

 

New subscribers will get a special birthday offer too. A 

great way to build your database. 

 

 

 

 

Just remember to explain very clearly what they will be 

getting now and later. It might become a bit too confusing.  

 

 

 

 

Main takeaway: 
 

It is never to late to start gathering profile information. 

 

Be smart and combine it with a great offer or promotion  
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Intro 

“Just happy birthday” is more often seen 

in email programs that focused on 

customer relationship or with exclusive 

products or brands. 

Harrah’s sends out a birthday greeting. 

But they don’t include a real promotion 

or gift.  

 

1 

2 Even if a brand doesn’t want to “sell” in 

the birthday email, it is still a missed 

opportunity.  

 

A brand could present something 

enjoyable or entertaining. Making the 

experience a bit more memorable. 
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Intro 
A great design and images can go a long way. An email can looks a lot better with colorful imagery. But many people have 

their images turned off by default, so keep the message understandable even without the images. 

 

 

Philips sure does convey that happy birthday spirit. Important is that the 

main image doesn’t look too much like stock material. Great job! 
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In most cases a coupon or printed email 

would do the trick. But also consider that 

people can easily present their smartphone. 

A birthday e-mail is a great way to drive 

traffic to brick a mortar stores, shop or 

restaurant. 

1 

2 
If you do ask to bring a printed coupon, 

avoid using too much color or black in the 

email. This way the recipient can save 

himself some ink. 
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Intro 

Birthday gifts must represent a large chunk of  

revenue for Toys R Us. This is why they 

started a birthday club. It´s fun and it´s free. 

Your birthday doesn´t have to stop with 

just the email or a single offer. 

 

1 

2 
The club is aimed at the children, but even 

more at their parents. Stating the benefits 

for both very clearly.   
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Intro 
Bacardi uses video and stays close to their brand while giving product tips. 

Use of video can be very strong and 

personal. Here it is used to enhance the 

product tips, but think about the ways that 

video could add to your clients’ experience. 

2 

1 
Just because it’s a birthday you don’t have 

to change your style. Bacardi does an 

excellent job of capturing the birthday 

feeling without pictures of balloons or 

candles 
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Jordie van Rijn has over 10 years of hands-on experience as an independent email 

marketing consultant. Next to consulting he is a writer, speaker and coach in the field of email 

marketing. Read more… 

 

Let’s connect!  

www.twitter.com/jvanrijn   www.emailmonday.com/contact   jvrijn@emailmonday.com  

 

 

Let’s continue the party 
I hope you enjoyed and got inspired with some solid email marketing ideas. 

     

 Offer your own feedback and tips: 

http://www.emailmonday.com/birthday-email-whitepaper     

 

Subscribe to the newsletter 

http://www.emailmonday.com/newsletter 
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